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 Goals & Strategy
 Summary previous activities

 Activities since the last review
April 2005 - August 2006

 Man power situation and
Planned activities

For more information

http://lcgapp.cern.ch/project/simu/validation/

Outline
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 Compare Geant4 and Fluka with the LHC
     test-beam data.

 Test coherence of results across experiments
and sub-detector technologies.

 Study simple benchmarks relevant to LHC.

 “Certify” that simulation packages and
framework are ready and functional for

     LHC physics.

 Weaknesses and strengths of the packages.

Project Goals
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 Physics validation should be targeted to a specific
application domain: e.g. for high-energy physics one
should consider different observables than, for
instance, medical physics, or space science.

  The criteria to consider a simulation “good” or
“bad” should also be application specific: for LHC
experiments, the main requirement is that the
dominant systematic uncertainties for all physics
analyses should not be due to the imperfect
simulation.

StrategyStrategy
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Validation project

Suppose that e.g. for e/π : 
Δ (G4-test-beam data)~10% 

LHC physics simulation

 Does this meet LHC physics 
requirements (e.g. for compositeness) ? 

Check with (fast ?) simulations that
this is good enough

 If not : 

Needs input/help from the 
experiment physics groups
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 Two main types of test-beam setups:

1.  Calorimeters: the typical test-beams (made mainly for
                          detector purposes).

    The observables are the convolution of many effects and
interactions. In other words, one gets a macroscopic test.

2. Simple benchmarks: typical thin-target setups with
                                      simple geometries (made, very
often, for validation purposes).

    It is possible to test at microscopic level a single
interaction or effect.

 These two kinds of setups provide complementary
information!

Validation setupsValidation setups
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Double-differentialDouble-differential  neutron production (p,neutron production (p,xnxn))

pi
+/-

Pion absorption in flightPion absorption in flight

180 GeV/c nominal π+ beam

Hadronic Hadronic interactions in ATLAS pixel test-beaminteractions in ATLAS pixel test-beam
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Radiation studies with Geant4
 Background radiation studies for LHC experiments
 have been done mainly with Fluka . It is very
 interesting to compare them with Geant4, which
 offers a precise treatment of low energy neutrons
 with some Physics Lists like QGSP_BERT_HP .

 Radiation studies in LHCb : Alex Howard (LCG) is
continuing the work started by G. Daquino.

 Radiation studies in CMS : Pedro Arce (CMS) is
working on similar radiation studies for CMS.

Connected to these studies, a new benchmark test
for neutrons has been introduced: TARC.
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LHCb layout

 and 4 scoring planes
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QGSP_BERT_HP

Total ionising dose 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence

Scoring plane @ 2960PRELIM
INARY

G. Daquino Physics Validation meeting, 4 May 2005Milestone VD508 
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A. Howard extension of 

G4 LHCb simulation: 

cavern and tunnel. 
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Neutron benchmark for Geant4 using TARCNeutron benchmark for Geant4 using TARC
 Neutron Driven NuclearNeutron Driven Nuclear

TTransmutation by ransmutation by AAdiabaticdiabatic
RResonance esonance CCrossing (rossing (Cern Cern 96-97)96-97)

 334 tons of pure 334 tons of pure PbPb  in cylindricalin cylindrical
3.3m x 3.3m x 3m block.3.3m x 3.3m x 3m block.

 12 sample holes are located inside12 sample holes are located inside
the volume to measure capturethe volume to measure capture
cross-sections on some isotopes.cross-sections on some isotopes.

 2.52.5 or  or 3.5 3.5 GeV/c GeV/c protonproton beam. beam.

It allows to validate It allows to validate spallation spallation neutron productionneutron production for  for GeV GeV 
protons on pure lead, and protons on pure lead, and neutronneutron  transportationtransportation down to  down to 
thermal energies. Observables: neutron thermal energies. Observables: neutron fluence fluence spectrum, spectrum, 
energy-time relationship, capture cross-sections.energy-time relationship, capture cross-sections.
Fluka Fluka used for both the analysis and benchmark (2002).used for both the analysis and benchmark (2002).
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TARC simulation in Geant4TARC simulation in Geant4

TARC simulationTARC simulation

A. Howard,Physics Validation meeting, 10 May 2006
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       3rd simple benchmark:
inclusive π± production in π±,K+,p,p interactions
on Mg, Ag, Au, at 100 and 320 (π-) GeV/c

Milestone VD522

A.R.
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3rd simple benchmark:
 y and Pt

2 distributions
  

Pr
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f

MuScat (Ionisation Cooling for muon colliders)

 172 MeV/c µ-  on different targets (TRIUMF, 2003)
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MuScat
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MuScat
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MuScat
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Tancredi Carli
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ATLAS EM Barrel
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ATLAS EM Barrel
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ATLAS EM Barrel
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ATLAS EM Barrel
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CMS HCAL
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CMS HCAL
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pi 300 GeV

Milestone VD512  CMS HCAL
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100 GeV e-

ATLAS HEC
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ATLAS HEC
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ATLAS HEC
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ATLAS HEC
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Ff

ff

Milestone VD512  ATLAS HEC
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Milestone VD532
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ATLAS CTB
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ATLAS CTB
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AAAATLAS CTB
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ATLAS CTB
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ATLAS CTB
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  Comparing Fluka and Geant4 against
ATLAS TileCal 2002 test-beam data

M.Gallas, W.Pokorski, A.R.

(see Witek’s talk for more details!)
 Motivation: compare
Fluka and Geant4 in a calo
setup; study the shower
shapes in Fluka.

 We want to use the
same geometry,
digitization, and analysis:
only the physics engines
should be different!

 Use this as an example
for other LHC calorimeter
test-beam setups.

Milestone VD524 #
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   The goal is to understand the impact of the various
physics processes on the development of hadronic
showers, in order to improve the longitudinal (and
lateral) shower profiles.

    To tackle this complex problem we use two
complementary approaches:
1. “microscopic” : study for instance:

             -  elastic scattering
             -  neutron production and transportation
             -  pion inelastic cross-sections
             -  multiplicity and spectra.

2.  “macroscopic” : monitor the observables of a
simplified sampling calorimeter setup to
compare different physics simulations.

Shower shape studies in Geant4
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Visible energy

fractions per

layer, for 4 

Geant4 Physics

 Lists.

Cu-LAr 

calorimeter, 

10 λ 

Shower Shape Studies
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Visible energy

fractions per

particle type,

for different

beam energies. 

Cu-LAr 

calorimeter, 

10 λ 

Shower Shape Studies
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Visible energy

fractions per

layer, for some

particle types. 

Cu-LAr 

calorimeter, 

10 λ 

Shower Shape Studies
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Kinetic energy

distribution,

between 100 MeV

and 100 GeV, for

charged pions in

middle of a

10 λ Cu-LAr

calorimeter.

Shower Shape Studies
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Test-bench Test-bench Prototype Prototype for for TB02 TB02 LAr Data LAr Data (T.(T.CarliCarli, AR), AR)  
Goal: let Geant4 and Fluka developers to

use directly the calorimeter test-beam
data for validation purposes.

Method: correct the data, as it is done for
cross-sections measurements:

1) Get observables from detector simulation
2) Get observable from calibration hits
3) Divide the two, to obtain corrected data
4) Provide detector geometry via xml-file

Milestone VD617  #      Milestone VD703#
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Current LCG man-power: 2.3 FTE
M. Gallas : 75% F.T.E. dedicated to the extension

to Fluka of the ATLAS calorimeter test beam
setups, and support for the CTB.

A. Howard: 75% F.T.E. dedicated to TARC neutron
benchmark and LHCb radiation studies with G4.

W. Pokorski : 30% F.T.E. dedicated to simple
benchmarks, and extension to Fluka of the
calorimeter test beam setups.

A. Ribon : 50%  F.T.E. dedicated to coordination,
simple benchmarks, and extension to Fluka of the
calorimeter test beam setups.
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Proposed work activities in 2007
 ConclusionConclusion of the on-going LHC  of the on-going LHC test-beam analysestest-beam analyses,,

andand  final reportfinal report of the results. of the results.

 New simple benchmark testsNew simple benchmark tests..

 Extension to Extension to FlukaFluka  ofof  some LHC test-beamsome LHC test-beam
analyses, following theanalyses, following the  ATLAS ATLAS TileCal TileCal example.example.

 Apply Apply correctionscorrections to LHC  to LHC test-beamtest-beam  datadata, following, following
the ATLAS Barrel electron analysis example, inthe ATLAS Barrel electron analysis example, in
order to allow stand-alone setups to be used fororder to allow stand-alone setups to be used for
Geant4 (or Geant4 (or FlukaFluka) validation at each release.) validation at each release.
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Summary
 Still important test-beam analyses to complete.Still important test-beam analyses to complete.
 So far, So far, Geant4Geant4  givesgives  good resultsgood results, but , but hadronichadronic

shower shapesshower shapes  needneed  improvements.improvements.
 Investigations in various directions are undergoingInvestigations in various directions are undergoing

in Geant4 to address thein Geant4 to address the  shower shape issue:shower shape issue:
 cross-sections (elastic and inelastic);cross-sections (elastic and inelastic);
 model of the model of the hadronic hadronic elastic scattering;elastic scattering;
 neutron production;neutron production;
 production (multiplicities), rapidity and spectra in production (multiplicities), rapidity and spectra in h-Ah-A;;
 diffractiondiffraction..

 Relation between simulation developers andRelation between simulation developers and
experimentsexperiments  has improved, and it is now very good!has improved, and it is now very good!

   ProgressProgress  has been slower than anticipated, due tohas been slower than anticipated, due to
different reasons different reasons (complexity of the setups,(complexity of the setups,  detaileddetailed
description of instrumental effects, other commitmentsdescription of instrumental effects, other commitments……).).


